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Frey and his coauthors have established a relationship between the 2-torsion of
the Selmer group of an elliptic curve of the special form
E : y2=x3\k2
and the 2-class number of pure cubic field
K=Q((k2)13)=Q((k)13).
In the present paper we prove a far-reaching generalization of an analogous rela-
tionship between the 2-rank of any non-Galois cubic number field K and the
2-torsion of the Selmer group of a corresponding elliptic curve. We implemented
the resulting algorithm and used it, e.g., to produce four cubic number fields of
exact 2-rank 7. The 2-rank of number fields is of special interest because if it is
sufficiently large the number field has an infinite class field tower. In particular, the
four fields of 2-rank 7 turn out to have infinite class field towers.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For an arbitrary given irreducible polynomial F over Q which generates
a non-Galois cubic number field K we take this polynomial to define the
elliptic curve E : y2=F(x).
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As stated in Theorem 6.1 we get two subgroups Si (i=1, 2) of the
2-Selmer group of E over Q so that
*S12r2*S2
where r2 denotes the 2-rank of the class group of K.
If, for example, K=Q(%) where F(%)=0 for
F(x)=x3&341068x+172712690,
we obtain *S1=*S2=128 so that r2=7 in this case.
2. THE NON-GALOIS CUBIC NUMBER FIELD
Let
K=Q(%) with F(%)=0,
be a non-Galois cubic number field, where
F(x)=x3+Ax+B # Z[x]
is an irreducible polynomial with discriminant
0{disc(F )=&(4A3+27B2)  Q*2.
To obtain a unique generating polynomial of K, we use, for primes p of Q,
the quantities
hp : =min[w&p(A)2x, w&p(B)3x]
to define the integer
H :=‘
p
php,
where &p denotes the normalized additive p-adic valuation of Q. We put
a :=AH2 # Z and b :=BH3 # Z.
Then the irreducible polynomial
f (x) :=x3+ax+b # Z[x]
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generates the same cubic number field K as F(x). In the normal closure N
of K, the polynomial F(x) factorizes completely, i.e.,
F(x)=(x&%0)(x&%1)(x&%2) with %0=% and %2=&%0&%1 .
Let us denote by Ki the cubic number field generated by %i ;
Ki : =Q(%i) for i # [0, 1, 2],
so that K=K0 . The Galois closure N of K is the compositum
N=K0 } K1 } K2 .
It has degree [N : Q]=6 and Galois group
Gal(NQ)$S3=(_, {).
Here _ denotes the automorphism of order 3, { the one of order 2, and we
have _{={_2.
There exists exactly one quadratic subfield
k=Q(m12)N=K(m12)
of N generated by the square root of the squarefree part (sfp) m of the dis-
criminant of F or f:
m=sfp(disc(F ))=sfp(&(4A3+27B2))=sfp(&(4a3+27b2))=sfp(disc( f )).
Remark. In the very special case considered in [4] and [5], one has
m=&3 so that k is the field of third roots of unity, whereas in our case
m can be any integer.
By combining the decomposition law for cubic fields (see [11]) with the
decomposition law for quadratic fields, we obtain the decomposition laws
for the fields k, K, and N in terms of the coefficients of the generating poly-
nomial f.
In the tables below we will use the following notations:
2 :=disc( f ), sp :=&p(2), 2p :=2psp.
In Tables IIV below, ( ) denotes the Jacobi symbol, ( )3 denotes the
cubic residue symbol and rv1 and r
v
2 stand for the number of real and com-
plex archimedean places in the field v, respectively.
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TABLE I
p{2, 3
Decomposition law in
Conditions on a and b k K N
(1) 1&p(b)&p(a) P3
p#1(3) ^^$ L3L$3
p#2(3) ^ L3
(2) 1=&p(a)<&p(b) ^2 PQ2 L21L
2
2 L
2
3
(3) p |% ab, sp odd
(4) p | a, p |% b, p#1(3), \bp+3{1 ^^$ P LL$
(5) p |% ab, sp even, \2pp +=1, f irreducible mod p
(6) p | a, p |% b, p# &1(3) ^ PQ L1L2 L3
(7) p |% a, p | b, \&ap += &1
(8) p |% ab, sp even, \2pp +=&1
(9) p | a, p |% b, p#1(3), \bp+3=1 ^^$ PQR L1L2 L3 L4 L5L6
(10) p |% a, p | b, \&ap +=1
(11) p |% ab, sp even, \2pp +=1, f reducible mod p
TABLE II
p=2
Decomposition law in
Conditions on a and b k K N
(12) 1&2(b)&2(a) ^ P3 L3
(13) 1=&2(a)<&2(b) ^2 PQ2 L21L
2
2 L
2
3
(14) 2 |% a, 2 | b, s2 odd
(15) 2 |% a, 2 | b, s2 even, 22#3(4)
(16) 2 |% ab ^^$ P LL$
(17) 2 | a, 2 |% b ^ PQ L1L2 L3
(18) 2 |% a, 2 | b, s2 even, 22#5(8)
(19) 2 |% a, 2 | b, s2 even, 22#1(8) ^^$ PQR L1L2 L3 L4 L5L6
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TABLE III
p=3
Decomposition law in
Conditions on a and b k K N
(20) 1&3(b)&3(a) P3
{ 1&3(b)<&3(a)or &3(a)=&3(b)=1= ^2 L6
{&3(a)=&3(b)=2and m#1(3) = ^^$ L3L$3
{&3(a)=&3(b)=2and m#2(3) = ^ L3
(21) 3 | a, 3 |% b, a6(9), b21&a(9) ^2 P3 L6
(22) 3 |% b, a#6(9), b21&a(27) P3
b2#4(9) ^2 L6
b24(9), m#1(3) ^^$ L3L$3
b24(9), m#2(3) ^ L3
(23) 1=&3(a)<&3(b) ^2 PQ2 L21L
2
2 L
2
3
(24) 3 | a, 3 |% b, a6(9), b2#1&a(9)
(25) 3 |% b, a#6(9), b2#1&a(27), s3 odd
(26) a# &1(3), 3 |% b ^^$ P LL$
(27) 3 |% b, a#6(9), b2#1&a(27), s3=6, 23#1(3)
(28) a#1(3) ^ PQ L1L2 L3
(29) 3 |% b, a#6(9), b2#1&a(27), s3 even,
23# &1(3)
(30) a# &1(3), 3 | b ^^$ PQR L1L2 L3 L4 L5L6
(31) 3 |% b, a#6(9), b2#1&a(27), 6<s3 even,
23#1(3)
TABLE IV
p=
Decomposition law in
Conditions on a and b k K N
m>0 k1 
k
2 
K
1 
K
2 
K
3 
N
1 
N
2 
N
3 
N
4 
N
5 
N
6
rk1=2, r
k
2=0 r
K
1 =3, r
K
2 =0 r
N
1 =6, r
N
2 =0
m<0 (k)2 K1 (
K
2 )
2 (N1 )
2 (N2 )
2 (N3 )
2
rk1=0, r
k
2=1 r
K
1 =1=r
K
2 r
N
1 =0, r
N
2 =3
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3. ELLIPTIC CURVES
To the cubic number field K generated by f (x)=x3+ax+b, we
associate the elliptic curves
E : y2=F(x)=x3+Ax+B=x3+H 2ax+H3b
with discriminant
2(E)=&16(4A3+27B2)=16 disc(F )=16H6disc( f ).
These curves are the H-twists of the fixed elliptic curve
E$ : y2= f (x).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that, for A, B # Z,
&p(A)<4 or &p(B)<6, (1)
because (1) can be enforced by a suitable birational transformation.
Therefore E is minimal with respect to all primes p{2, 3. Under the
hypothesis (1), we can conclude that hp=0, 1, so that the integer H is
squarefree.
Since F splits in N, the 2-torsion of E is defined over N:
E(Q )2=E(N)2=[P0 , P1 , P2 , O]$Z2Z_Z2Z,
where O=(, ) and Pi=(%i , 0) for i=0, 1, 2.
The following relationship between the 2-torsion of the Selmer group
over Q and the 2-torsion of the Selmer group over the normal closure N
of the cubic field K can be proved without the assumption made in [4] and
[5], namely that A=0. The proof, however, is quite different from the one
given in [4] and [5].
Theorem 3.1. Let W be a finite set of places of Q and
W $=[L | L is a prime of N and L | p with p # W]
the set of their extensions to N. Then
SW (Gal(Q Q), E)2 $(SW $(Gal(N N), E)2)S3.
We shall combine this theorem with the following theorem of
TateBashmakov (see [6, 13]), which we shall need for L=N and n=2.
Theorem 3.2 (TateBashmakov). Let L be an arbitrary algebraic
number field and L the algebraic closure of L. Suppose that the finite set W $
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of places of L contains the infinite places, all places dividing n, the places at
which E has a bad reduction and, for each prime p, either all places dividing
p or none of them. Then
SW $(Gal(L L), E)n $H 1(Gal(LW $ L), E(L )n),
where LW $ is the maximal extension of L which is unramified outside W $.
Let us now define the following set of places of Q
T :=[, 2] _ [ p # P | p| (4A3+27B2)]
and the set T $ of their extensions to N. Then we know that the elliptic
curve E : y2=F(x)=x3+Ax+B has good reduction at all primes p  T.
We shall apply the theorem of TateBashmakov to the set W $=: V $ of
primes of N consisting of all divisors of n=2, all archimedean places, and
all primes at which E has bad reduction over N.
If E has good reduction at p over Q, then E has good reduction at all
primes L of N dividing p. However, the converse statement does not
always hold.
Suppose that L is a place of N lying over a prime p{2, 3 at which E
has bad reduction over Q. Then E has good reduction at L over N if and
only if either
(i) 2=&p(B)&p(A) or (ii) 3&p(A) and &p(B)=4.
Accordingly, we define
V :=T"([ p # P"[2, 3] | 2=&p(B)&p(A) or (3&p(A) and &p(B)=4)]
_ [3 | 3 # T and E has good reduction at 3])T
and
V $=[L | L is a prime of N and _p # V such that L | p]T $.
We mention that, in the special case of [4] and [5], this set is
V=[, 2, 3]. We apply the theorem of TateBashmakov with W $=V $,
L=N, and n=2. Let MV $ be the maximal extension of N which is
unramified outside V $.
Theorem 3.3.
SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2$(SV $(Gal(N N), E)2)S3
=H1(Gal(MV $N), E(N)2)S3
=Hom(Gal(MV $ N), E(N)2)S3.
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Here S3=Gal(NQ) acts on Hom(Gal(MV $N), E(N)2) by:
*[.](’) :=*(.(*&1’*)),
for * # S3 , . # Hom(Gal(MV $N), E(N)2), ’ # Gal(MV $ N), that is, * acts
on Gal(MV $ N) by conjugation and on E(N)2 by translation.
Furthermore, the maximality of MV $ and the definition of V $ imply that
MV $ N and MV $ Q are Galois extensions.
4. ADMISSIBLE EXTENSIONS
Analogously to [4], we now make use of the concept of admissible
extension which is relevant for the rest of this paper.
Definition 4.1. An extension N$N is called admissible if
(i)$ N$=N, or
(i) N$N is elementary abelian of degree 4, i.e. Gal(N$N)$Z2Z_
Z2Z;
(ii) N$Q is Galois;
(iii) N$MV $ ;
(iv) N$ has Galois group
Gal(N$Q)=Gal(N$N) _ Gal(NQ) (semidirect product).
Let
/ :=[N$ | N$N is an admissible extension].
Then we get the following result:
Theorem 4.2. There is a one-to-one correspondence
/ W Hom(Gal(MV $ N), E(N)2)S3
N$ W .
where, for a given admissible extension N$ # / with Galois group
Gal(N$N)=(=1 , =2) , the homomorphism . is defined by
.(=1)=P0 , .(=2)=P1
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and where, for a given homomorphism . # Hom(Gal(MV $ N), E(N)2)S3, the
admissible extension N$ of N is defined by
N$=M Ker(.)V $ .
The admissible extensions N$ of N are Galois extensions of the field Q
of degree 24 with Galois group
Gal(N$Q)$S4 .
We show all the subgroups of S4 in a diagram. Here,
Ui $Z2Z i=1, ..., 9
Yi $Z2Z i=1, ..., 4
Ti $Z2Z_Z2Z i=1, ..., 4
Tj $Z4Z j=5, 6, 7
Wi $D3 i=1, ..., 4
Zi $D4 i=1, 2, 3
and the alternating group A4 is the subgroup of order 12.
5. UNRAMIFIED ADMISSIBLE EXTENSIONS
From now on we shall assume that the admissible extension N$N is
unramified at all finite places of N.
Starting from the diagram of S4 $Gal(N$Q) and its subgroups (Fig. 1),
the next step is to determine the corresponding fixed fields. It is clear that
Z1=Gal(N$K), Z2=Gal(N$_(K)), and Z3=Gal(N$_2(K)).
The diagram in Fig. 2 shows the subgroups of Z1 and a second diagram
exhibits the corresponding fixed fields. The diagrams for Z2 and Z3 are
analogous to those for Z1 .
If P is unramified in NK, then P is unramified also in N1 and N2 since
N$N is unramified.
If, on the other hand, P is ramified in N, then there are two possibilities:
(i) 3= p=P3=L6
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Fig. 1. Subgroup diagram of S4 .
or
(ii) p=PQ2=(L1 L2 L3)2.
By Hilbert’s ramification theory, one can see that in case (i) P splits com-
pletely in N1 and is totally ramified in N2 and L splits completely in N$.
In case (ii) we have w.l.o.g. P=L21 and Q=L2 L3 in N so that again P
splits completely in N1 and is totally ramified in N2 and that L1 splits com-
pletely in N" and splits, but not necessarily completely, in N$.
Remark. In case (ii) we know that p | m. Therefore p can be any prime
as opposed to [4], where p=3 is the only possibility for p.
Since NK is a ramified extension we conclude that, for an unramified
admissible extension N$N with N${N, there exists exactly one field L with
K<L<N$, [L : K]=2, and LK is unramified in all primes. This is the
field L=N1 .
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Figure 2
Conversely, suppose that N1=K(h12) with h # K and h  K*2 is an
unramified quadratic extension of K. We take the composites
N" :=N } N1 , _(N")=N } _(N1), N$ :=N"_(N").
We can prove that N$N is an unramified admissible extension for all
(a, b) # Z_Z"ES, where the exceptional set arising from the decomposition
law (see Tables IIV) is
(i) &2(a)=1, &2(b)=2
ES :={(a, b) # Z_Z } { (ii) a#1(4), &2(b)>1 == .(iii) a#1(4), &2(b)=1, 22#m#3(4)
We must exclude the pairs (a, b) # ES in order to be able to prove that
_(N"){N" and _(N$)N$ so that N$Q is a Galois extension. In the
special case considered in [4] and [5], the exceptional set is ES=<, since
a=0.
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Let now HK denote the Hilbert class field of K, ClK the class group,
hK=*ClK the class number of K, and ClK2=[\ # ClK | \2=id] the 2-class
group whose cardinality *ClK2=2r2 gives the 2-rank r2 of K. Then
G :=Gal(HKK)$ClK
and we have
G2$G2G$Z2Z_ } } } _Z2Z
r2-times
, *G2=2r2.
This shows:
Theorem 5.1. For (a, b) # Z_Z"ES, we have
2r2=*ClK2=*/unr
where
/unr=[N$ | N$ is an unramified admissible extension of N]/.
Designate by up(i) the p(i)-rank of the unit group U of K. Then up(i) can
be estimated by the field degree:
up(i)[K : Q]=3.
Assuming Leopoldt’s conjecture (see [2] and [10])
up(i)=rK1 +r
K
2 &1,
we conclude that
up(i)={2 if m>01 if m<0= .
It now follows from a result of Lamprecht [8] that if
(r2p(i)+1)4&rp(i)up(i)
 rp(i)(4up(i)+3)12+2,
then the corresponding field K has an infinite class field tower.
Therefore, if, without making use of any conjecture, rp(i)6, then the
cubic number field K has an infinite class field tower. Moreover, if we
assume Leopoldt’s conjecture for m<0, then the inequality rp(i)5 already
implies that K has an infinite class field tower.
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6. RELATION BETWEEN THE SELMER GROUP AND
THE 2-CLASS NUMBER
Remembering the inequality
2r2=*/unr*/=*SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2
we make the one-to-one correspondence
/ W SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2
explicit by defining the following bijection 8 from / onto SV (Gal
(Q Q), E)2H1(Gal(Q Q), E(N)2):
8 : /  H1(Gal(Q Q), E(N)2)
N$ [{
0 if N$=N
= .! if N${N!(=1)=P0with { !(=2)=P1=! | Gal(Q N$)=O
It is easy to see that, for ! # H1(Gal(Q Q), E(N)2), the 1-cocycle ! |Gal(NQ )
is a 1-coboundary.
Now we wish to characterize as exactly as possible the subgroup 8(/unr)
of 8(/)=SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2 . By the definition of 8, it suffices to consider
8(/unr) in H1(Gal(N$Q), E(N)2).
From now on N$N is assumed to be unramified. Let R be any extension
of p # V to N$ and
;p : H 1(Gal(N$Q), E(N)2)  H1(Gal(N$R Qp), E(N)2)
be the natural homomorphism.
If
H1(Gal(N$RQp), E(N)2)=0,
then ;p(8(N$))=0 and hence
8(N$) # S V"[ p](Gal(Q Q), E)2
so that we can remove the prime p from the set V. For the archimedean
places an analogous result is true.
The task is to compute the Galois groups Gal(N$R Qp) and the
associated cohomology groups H1(Gal(N$RQp), E(N)2). We get the
following two results:
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If p decomposes according to
p={
LL$
= in N,L1L2L3L4L5L6L3L$3L3
L6
(i) N$N splits completely over p
then { (ii) Hi (Gal(N$R Qp), E(N)2)=0 \i # Z=(iii) ;p(8(N$))=0
and if p decomposes according to
p={ L1L2L3L21 L22L23= in N,
then {
(a)
(b)
if N$N splits completely over p, then
Hi (Gal(N$RQp), E(N)2)=0 \i # N0
if N$N does not split completely over p, then
H i (Gal(N$RQp), E(N)2)$Z2Z \i # N0 = .
In the latter two cases we cannot decide whether or not N$N splits com-
pletely over p. Therefore, we shall use case (a) to get a lower bound for the
2-class number and case (b) to get an upper bound.
Suppose (a, b)  ES. If N is totally real, then so is N$. For any
archimedean place  of N$ a straightforward argument shows that
H1(Gal(N$R), E(N)2)=0, so that ;(8(N$))=0.
Therefore, altogether we get
8(N$) # SV (Gal(Q Q, E)2
for the set
V ={p # V & P } p={ L1L2L3L21 L22 L23= in N= .
The aim is now to combine the above results in order to derive an upper
and a lower bound for 2r2=*8(/unr).
In a first step, using a result of Lutz [12], we determine
E(Qp)2E(Qp)${E(Qp)2E(Qp)2_Z2Z
if p{2
if p=2= ,
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where
E(Qp)2${[O] if p={
P =LL$
= = .P3={
L3L$3
L3
L6 =
Z2Z if p={PQ =L1L2 L3PQ2=L21L22L23=
Z2Z_Z2Z if p=PQR=L1L2L3L4L5L6
Hence, for the primes p # P such that
2{p={
LL$
L3L$3
L3
L6 = in N,
we have [E(Qp) : 2E(Qp)]=1.
Obviously, at the infinite place  of Q,
E(R)2E(R)${1Z2Z
 sfp(&(4A3+27B2))=m<0
 sfp(&(4A3+27B2))=m>0= .
In the cases in which E(Qp)2E(Qp)$1 or E(R)2E(R)$1 we have
automatically ;p(8(N$))=0 or ;(8(N$))=0, respectively, since then, by
definition of the Selmer group SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2 , we know that
Im($p)=[0] or Im($)=[0]. Therefore, ;p(8(N$))=0 or ;(8(N$))=0
represents an additional condition only in the cases of
2= p={LL$L3 = or p=L1L2L3L4L5L6 in N
or
m>0,
respectively.
Let thus V2 be the set of places of Q defined by
V2={p # V } {2=p={
LL$
L3 = = in N=p=L1L2L3L4 L5L6
_ [ | m>0]
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and put
V1 :=V _* V2 .
By means of these sets of places of Q we define the following subgroups
of the Selmer group:
Si :=[! # SV (Gal(Q Q, E)2 | ;p(!)=0 \p # Vi] (i=1, 2),
where S1S(Gal(Q Q), E)2 . We thus have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 (Main Result).
S18(/unr)S2
and
*S12r2*S2
where r2 is the 2-rank of the cubic number field K.
7. COMPUTATION OF THE BOUNDS
For calculating the lower and upper bound for the 2-rank of K, we use
a modified version of the algorithm of Birch and SwinnertonDyer for
computing the Selmer group S(Gal(Q Q), E)2 , i.e. we use a modified
general 2-descent.
We first give a short description of the general 2-descent method (for
details, see [1] and [3]) and then describe the modifications made for
calculating the subgroups S1 and S2 .
To an elliptic curve E over Q with Tate’s values c4 and c6 , we associate
a set of equivalence classes of 2-coverings (or homogeneous spaces) H of
the form
H : y2= g(x)#ax4+bx3+cx2+dx+e where a, b, c, d, e # Q,
with invariants
I :=12ae&3bd+c2=*4c4
J :=72ace+9bcd&27ad2&27eb2&2c3=*62c6 , * # Q*,
and discriminant
27disc(g)=4I 3&J2=4*12(c34&c
2
6)=2
833*122(E).
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Two such quartics are called equivalent
g#g*  _:, ;, #, $, + # Q with +, :$&;#{0
such that
g*(x)=+2(#x+$)4 g((:x+;)(#x+$)).
Thus g can be transformed in such a way that I and J become integers and
g(x) # Z[x].
Here are some general facts concerning 2-coverings and the 2-Selmer
group of E:
(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between H1(Gal(Q Q),
E(Q )2) and the set of all equivalence classes of 2-coverings of E;
(ii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between S(Gal(Q Q), E)2
and the set of all equivalence classes of 2-coverings that have a point
everywhere locally;
(iii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2
and the set of all equivalence classes of 2-coverings that have a point
everywhere locally outside V .
Due to the following lemma of Birch and SwinnertonDyer, there are
only two pairs of invariants to be considered, of which, in some cases, one
may be eliminated. All other pairs of invariants can be removed because
the corresponding quartics are in an equivalence class with invariants I and
J that are reducible by a fourth or a sixth power, respectively.
Lemma 7.1 (Birch and SwinnertonDyer). Let H be a quartic of the
above form with a, b, c, d, e # Z and invariants I and J. Let p # P. Suppose
that
{
p4 | I and p6 | J
26 | I and 29 | J and 210 | (8I+J)
(35 | I and 39 | J)
or (&3(I )=4 and &3(J)=6 and 315 | (4I 3&J2))
if p{2, 3
if p=2
if p=3
if p=3 = .
If H is p-adically soluble, then there is a quartic H* equivalent to H with
integer coefficients and invariants I*= p&4I and J*= p&6J.
For computing SV (Gal(Q Q), E)2 , the p-adic solubility at the primes
p # V cannot be assumed for the quartics. This requires the following
modified version of the above lemma.
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Lemma 7.2. Under the same hypothesis as in Lemma 7.1, but without the
assumption that H has a point in Qp , the quartic H is equivalent to H*
where H* has invariants I*= p&4I and J*= p&6J and is of the form:
H*: y2= g*(x)=a*x4+b*x3+c*x2+d*x+e*
with either
(i) g*(x) # Z[x]
or
(ii) g*(x) # Q[x]
and
&p(a*)=1
&p(e*)=&1
&p(b*){1 if p{22 if p=2=
&p(d*){0 if p{21 if p=2=
&p(c*){
0 if p{2, 3
= .1 if p=21 if p=3 and 35 | I and 39 | J=0 if p=3and &3(I )=4 and &3(J)=6 and 315 | (4I 3&J2)
As in the special case treated by Birch and SwinnertonDyer, it is suf-
ficient to consider only two pairs of invariants. For a given pair of
invariants, we compute all possible coefficients of the quartics H by a
modified algorithm of Birch and SwinnertonDyer and then test if the
quartics are equivalent.
If p-adic solubility is assumed, it suffices to search for quartics whose
coefficients do not contain any p-powers in their denominators. If, on the
other hand, p-adic solubility need not be tested, we must find quartics with
integer coefficients (see (i) of Lemma 7.2) and quartics with rational coef-
ficients which satisfy condition (ii) of Lemma 7.2. Using 2-coverings the
condition that H has points in every p-adic field is necessary.
In order to determine the groups S1 and S2 , we must decide in addition
whether or not ;p(!)=0. The condition ;p(!)=0 implies that the 2-covering
H which corresponds to an element ! # H1(Gal(Q Q), E(Q )2) is equivalent
over Qp to the elliptic curve E, so that the defining equation g of H has
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a root in Qp . By Hensel’s Lemma, the Newton-polygon method, and a
method for approximating p-adic roots of polynomials (the latter method
is a byproduct of the Ordmax algorithm of our computer algebra system
Simath), we can always decide whether or not g(x) has a root in Qp .
The condition ;(!)=0 in S1 and S2 , which is to be applied for
m>0  (4I3&J 2)>0, means that g must have a real root. In this case we
get, among others, also quartics of type 2 which have four real roots (see
[1]) so that we restrict to searching only for quartics of this type.
TABLE V
a=&7209748 = &22 } 7 } 13 } 29 } 683
b=7451685650 =2 } 52 } 17 } 8766689
disc( f )= &181464137327839532= &22 } 45366034331959883
m=&45366034331959883 <0
disc(K)=disc( f )
Primes in Q in k in K in N
2 ^ P3 L3
45366034331959883 ^2 PQ2 L21L
2
2 L
2
3
A=a
B=b
disc(F)=disc( f )
T=[, 2, 45366034331959883]
V=T
V =[45366034331959883]
V1=[2, 45366034331959883]
V2=[2]
*S1=128
*S2=128
rk(E)1
(E)264
A=&28838992 =a } 22
B=59613485200 =b } 23
disc(F)=&11613704788981730048=disc( f ) } 26
T=[, 2, 45366034331959883]
V=T
V =[45366034331959883]
V1=[2, 45366034331959883]
V2=[2]
*S1=128
*S2=128
rk(E)8
r2=7
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With known computer algebra packages such as Kant and Pari, class
numbers of cubic number fields K can be computed only if |disc(K)|109.
With our method, which is partially implemented in Simath and is partially
a modified version of the algorithm implemented by Cremona, we are able
to compute the 2-rank of K for |disc(K)|1025.
In Tables VVII below, rk(E) denotes the rank of E over Q. If ‘‘’’- or
‘‘’’-symbols are used, they stand for the best possible estimation. In the
computations, use is made of the conjecture that *(E)2 is a square.
TABLE VI
a=&178369828 =&22 } 7 } 13 } 193 } 2539
b=916799943650 =2 } 52 } 17 } 1078588169
disc( f )=5814222877315422898708=22 } 1453555719328855724677
m=1453555719328855724677>0
disc(K)=disc( f )
Primes in Q in k in K in N
2 ^ P3 L3
1453555719328855724677 ^2 PQ2 L21L
2
2 L
2
3
A=a
B=b
disc(F)=disc( f )
T=[, 2, 1453555719328855724677]
V=T
V =[1453555719328855724677]
V1=[, 2, 1453555719328855724677]
V2=[, 2]
*S1=128
*S2=128
rk(E)2
(E)264
A=&713479312 =a } 22
B=7334399549200 =b } 23
disc(F)=372110264148187065517312=disc( f ) } 26
T=[, 2, 1453555719328855724677]
V=T
V =[1453555719328855724677]
V1=[, 2, 1453555719328855724677]
V2=[, 2]
*S1=128
*S2=128
rk(E)9
r2=7
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TABLE VII
a=&4732 = &22 } 7 } 132
b=130420 =22 } 5 } 6521
disc( f )=&35420718128= &24 } 2213794883
m=&2213794883 <0
disc(K)=disc( f )(2)2
Primes in Q in k in K in N
2 ^ P3 L3
2213794883 ^2 PQ2 L21L
2
2 L
2
3
A=a
B=b
disc(F)=disc( f )
T=[, 2, 2213794883]
V=T
V =[2213794883]
V1=[2, 2213794883]
V2=[2]
*S1=32
*S2=32
rk(E)=6
r2=5
It is interesting to observe that the rank of the H-twists is always
relatively large while the rank of the curve E$ : y2= f (x) itself is small and
the size of the 2-torsion of the TateShafarevich group of E$ is large.
The two examples of cubic fields K of exact 2-rank 7 listed below are
based on elliptic curves taken from Mestre’s tables [15], whereas the
example with r2=5 we constructed ourselves. The cubic fields with r2=7
have infinite class field towers. Moreover, if we assume Leopoldt’s conjec-
ture, the cubic field with r2=5 and m<0 has infinite class field tower, too.
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